Abstract-The last decade or so has witnessed a sharp rise in the growth of mobile devices. These mobile devices and wireless communication technologies enable people around the globe to instantaneously communicate with each other. This leads to the emergence of a new type of social networking known as Mobile Social Network (MSN). MSN offers a wide range of useful applications, such as group text services, social gaming, locationbased services (to name a few). One of the popular applications of MSN is matchmaking where people match their interests/hobbies to find the like-minded people for a possible friendship. However, revealing personal hobbies can pose significant threats on a user's privacy. Therefore, a privacy preserving evaluation method is needed to find the similarity between users' interests. There are various techniques to achieve privacy preserving matchmaking, such as commutative encryption, oblivious transfer and homomorphic encryption. This paper discusses the feasibility of commutative encryption by evaluating recently proposed schemes. The paper attempts to identify various shortcomings in the present work and discusses future directions.
INTRODUCTION
A Mobile Social Network (MSN) enables its users to make social ties between them using mobile devices and communication technologies [1] . MSN offers many useful applications such as locations-based services where nearby people share their experiences about restaurants, shopping malls, and social gaming that allows friends to play online games with each other (to name a few). One of the most popular applications of MSN is matchmaking where people find the similarity between their profiles to establish a possible friendship. Peoples' profiles consist of personal information such as political affiliations, sexual orientation and health status etc. Disclosure of such information to a stalker may seriously jeopardize the privacy of a user. In recent past, many researchers have proposed privacy preserving matchmaking schemes to privately evaluate the interest-wise similarity between their profiles. We can classify these techniques as a private set intersection (PSI) or private cardinality set intersection (PCSI) problem [2] , [9] , [10] . These techniques take their notion from the set theory where intersection operation is used to find the common elements in the sets. Here, private set intersection refers to the oblivious evaluation of intersection operation. There are other techniques to blindly calculate the similarity such as cosine similarity can be used with the help of homomorphic encryption which incurs significant communication and computation costs. Moreover, it does not find interest to interest matching rather it calculates a similarity score [3] , [4] .
The remaining paper is organized as follows. The succeeding section discusses commutative encryption-based matchmaking protocols and their limitations. Section 3 provides the discussion. Section 4 concludes the paper along with future work.
II. MATCHMAKING PROTOCOLS
In this section, we discuss various commutative encryptionbased protocols. Notations used in this paper are shown in Table I .
A. Agrawal et al. Protocol
Agrawal et al. presented the pioneer work regarding the commutative encryption. Originally, their work was intended to information sharing in between private databases [5] . They formulated their matching problem as a PSI problem. In case, the evaluation only finds the number of matches, the problem becomes PCSI. PSI and PCSI find the similar objects blindly [9] , [10] . The protocol proposed by Agrawal et al. uses the power function ( ) that has commutative properties i.e. the order of encryption is independent. Therefore, its security is based on Decisional Diffie-Hellman hypothesis (DDH). Suppose that a is the secret key of Alice, b is the secret key of Bob and m is the message then (
. www.ijacsa.thesai.org Fig. 1 . In this figure, we have two users Alice and Bob, each having number of interests, who want to securely compute the intersection of their interests. First, Alice and Bob exponentiate (encrypt) their interests with their respective keys and exchange the exponentiated interests. After that, Bob commutatively exponentiates Alice's interests with his key and then makes pairs of each of these commutatively exponentiated interests and corresponding Alice's exponentiated value. Bob sends all these pairs to Alice. Similarly, Alice commutatively exponentiates Bob's exponentiated values with her key. If her commutative encryption matches with those sent by Bob, then Alice identifies it with the first element of the pair. However, there are many possible attacks on this scheme. Firstly, an attacker can freely choose his/her interests during various runs of the protocol against the same user and eventually finds all the interests of the victim. Secondly, there is no limit on the number of interests. Therefore, an attacker can form a very large set of interests that include nearly every possible interest.
There is a strong chance that victims set will become a subset of attacker set and the attacker will know all elements of victim's interests.
Another drawback is that the initiator only learns the result of the evaluation. This allows an adversary to learn the results and then run away without running the protocol as a responder. Finally, Bob can reorder the pairs ( ( )) (( ( )) ) . Therefore, Alice incorrectly identifies the matched interests.
B. Xie et al. Protocol
Xie et al. [6] identify the attacks on Agrawal's protocol and propose their protocol to overcome the shortcomings of [5] . In their protocol, they utilize two trusted servers. One is used to certify a user and the other is used to certify the interests of a user. The protocol in [6] uses commitments to ensure that any of the user should not be able to malicious reorder the encrypted interests' pairs in step # 5. Once the intersection has been computed and mutual interests are identified, both Alice and Bob exchange the matched interests though a shared secret computed with the help of Diffie-Hellman exchange to ensure each other that both have computed the same result. Fig. 2 shows the complete working of [6] . Although this protocol offers improvements over Agrawal's protocol, but it introduces new attacks and fails to prevent some attacks that were also present in [5] . First, the protocol of Xie et al. uses two servers and therefore, assumes that both the servers are fully trusted. These servers contain critical user identity and interests' information and in case of a compromise, the privacy of the participants may severely jeopardized. Another major drawback of [6] is that it does not prevent the attack where any of Alice and Bob reorders the pair ( ( )) (( ( )) ) . The protocol assumes that such attack can be detected in the end where Alice and Bob exchange the interests. However, once Alice receives maliciously reordered interests from dishonest Bob, then she will send those same presumed interests to Bob in the shared key. Bob will decrypt the message and will simply send those interests back to Alice and trick her to believe that the matching was successful. [6] . www.ijacsa.thesai.org Moreover, the protocol does not prevent from the attack where a malicious Alice will send gibberish values to Bob in step # 5 and then actual gibberish values in step # 7. Due to exponentiation, Bob will be unable to know the values are gibberish and will take it as an unsuccessful match. Therefore, Alice will learn the number of matched interests and Bob will know nothing.
C. Wang et al. Protocol
Wang et al. [7] proposed another protocol that attempt to overcome the shortcomings of both [5] and [6] . First, the protocol in [7] combines the two trusted servers into a single server. Second, their protocol allows an initiator to run the protocol with several candidates in the first stage and finds the one candidate, described as the best match, with the most number of matches. Once the best candidate is found, the protocol proceeds almost in the same way as of [6] . However, in the end, instead of exchanging matched interests in a shared key, both Alice and Bob send the result to the trusted server that verifies the result and sends one's result to other. The Wang's protocol is given in detail in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 . Working of Wang et al. [7] .
The protocol attempts to provide improvements over Xie's protocol. However, the main contribution seems to be the idea of finding the best match among a number of candidates. Many of the attacks on [6] are also possible in [7] . The unified servers till requires full trust of users, indeed, in the end of the protocol, the trusted server knows the result as well. Alice still can send the gibberish values to Bob and remains undetected. In the result, Alice knows the number of matched results. Similarly, the detection of cheating is not possible when both users exchange the actual interests in each other's public key. The malicious user will simply receive the actual values and send them back to other.
D. Fizza et al. Protocol
The authors of [8] propose a protocol to improve the work of [6] and [7] as shown in Fig. 4 . They reduce the trust on server by restricting the role of server in only verifying the number of interests of user. The server does not know the actual interests' values. Author in [8] uses the idea of introduces dummy interests in the interest set of both users. These dummy interests are known to both Alice and Bob but their relevant position in the set is only known to the set holder. Therefore, the gibberish values attack is nullified as the malicious user must correctly guess the position of dummy interests in the set which is very hard to guess. Moreover, author in [8] introduces a hash-based advantage less mechanism for interests exchange that ensures to find any mismatch in the exchanged results. However, one the drawback of [8] is the extra cost of exponentiating the dummy interests and the extra exchanges of commitments during the exchange of actual interests. www.ijacsa.thesai.org 
III. DISCUSSION
By looking at the literature survey it is evident that the commutative based encryption can provide significantly fast and reasonably secure PSI and PCSI based intersections. The protocols proposed for privacy preserving matchmaking based on commutative encryption have been increasingly secure. However, we a tradeoff where increased security and privacy requires increased computational and communication cost. The protocols in [5] paved the way for secure commutative based matchmaking. The protocols [6] and [7] improved the functionality and shortcomings of [5] ; however, they introduced trust related issues as well as allowed malicious users to go unnoticed after cheating. The authors of [8] successfully eliminated above mentioned flaws but their protocol is slightly costlier in terms of communications and computation. Nonetheless, by keeping in mind the everincreasing computing and communication capabilities of devices and telecommunication networks, these costs can be neglected by comparing the benefits being offered.
In future, there is need to improve the state of the art protocols by keeping the cost as low as possible. This becomes more significant because mostly matchmaking applications are designed for the people on the move carrying handheld devices and therefore, it required the matchmaking protocols to be light weighted both in terms of computation and communication.
IV. CONCLUSION
Matchmaking is one the famous application of mobile social network. Users share their private information with each other. To preserve users' privacy during matchmaking is not a trivial task. Therefore, many matchmaking protocols are proposed. This paper provides working of Agrawal et al. In the end, a comparison is presented that compares the state of the art along with the benefit they offer over each other.
Finally, the paper signifies the need of light weight matchmaking protocols as possible future research directions.
